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Morrison government is failing environmental reform

Investigation by the Grapevine can reveal that the Morrison Government has completely bungled environmental
reform, which will flow down to ecologically sensitive areas on the Central Coast.
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FEDERAL Government cross-benchers have supported the need for a national discussion for better environmental protections
and outcomes, ensuring that ecologically sensitive land and protected areas do not suffer the ravages of commercial
development. There needs to be a strong cop on the beat to guarantee that our nation's environmental laws are upheld.
 
Already on the Central Coast areas of environmental importance have been ignored by the  previous councils and the first
Council Administrator, permitting developers to have their way at the expense of the ecosystem.
 
Industry, workers, environmentalists and Australians more broadly are desperate for durable reform to halt Australia’s steep
environmental decline and end the delays and mismanagement in this area by the Morrison Government.
 
Instead, the Morrison Government has completely bungled environmental reform so far, by:
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
It is time the Morrison Government gave themselves a reality check and begin to listen to the people. There can be no shortcuts
to secure our future, to guarantee that generations to come will also enjoy and experience the same environment that we have
today.
 
Only people can protect Australia’s and the Central Coast’s beautiful natural environment. Stand up and be counted. Stand up
and tell Scott Morrison enough is enough and get on with the job of properly protecting the importance of nature’s natural bounty.
You can email the Prime Minister at www.pm.gov.au/contact-your-pm and tell him how imperative it is to put in place responsible
and effective legislation.

pre-empting the findings of their own independent review, after it was revealed they began commissioning legislation before
the interim report was even finalised;

•

rehashing Tony Abbott’s failed 2014 environment bill, which Samuel’s interim report warned against;•

ramming the failed Abbott bill through the lower house and gagging debate;•

ignoring and cherry-picking the recommendations of Samuel’s independent review by failing to introduce national
environment standards as the foundation of reform, and then ruling out a genuinely independent cop on the beat for our
environment;

•

breaking their promise to introduce standards at the same time as other changes;•

leaving the Abbott bill to languish in the Senate for months, without putting it to a vote;•

voting against a Senate inquiry into the impact of the bill on the environment and jobs, and then backflipping to support a
sham inquiry, which lasted just hours.

•

trying to devolve environmental approvals to the states while ruling out extra funding to deal with additional workload.•


